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2016 Call for Applications: Ph.D. in Peace Studies

The University of Notre Dame’s Kroc Institute for
International Peace Studies invites applications to its Ph.D.
Program in Peace Studies. More »

Announcing the 9th Annual Summer Institute for
Faculty

Led by Prof. George A. Lopez, "Teaching Peace in the 21st
Century" will be held June 19-23, 2017, at the University of
Notre Dame. More »

New Book Illustrates How the Involvement of Civil
Society Can Result in More Effective Peacebuilding
Policies

A new volume edited by David Cortright, Melanie Greenberg
and Laurel Stone discusses how civil society plays an
increasingly powerful role in the global landscape, emerging as
key actors in preventing and managing conflict, and building
more peaceful and sustainable societies. More »

Peter Wallensteen on the 2016 Nobel Peace Prize

The 2016 Nobel Peace Prize, awarded to Colombian President
Juan Manuel Santos, is "in line with the will of Alfred Nobel,”
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Wallensteen says. More »

The Rise of Transnational Insurgent Citizenship in
African Diaspora

Thursday, November 10
12:30 p.m., C103 Hesburgh Center

Visiting research fellow Peter Kankonde Bukasa discusses the
dynamics of formation and mobilization of the new Congolese
Combattant militant migrant groups. More »

Notre Dame for Syria Week

November 11-17, 2016

Join us for a week of activities centered on awareness,
discussion, and education focused on the current conflict in
Syria. Events will include food, music, and poetry, as well as a
one-hour documentary. More » 

Madhav Joshi and Jason Quinn were featured in the PRI radio spot “Why broken ceasefires are
actually good for peace.”

The Kroc Institute was

featured in the Noticias Uno article “The Colombian Peace Process compared with 196
others from around the world.” (in Spanish)
mentioned in a public letter from Colombia’s President Santos in the A Construir La Paz
article “Ex-Inspector General Ordóñez declines to attend meeting with President
Santos” (in Spanish)
mentioned in the El Tiempo article “Peace Accord with the FARC is 'the most
comprehensive' in the world” (in Spanish)

Jerry Powers was interviewed in the National Catholic Reporter article “Colombia president gets
peace prize, not peace.” 
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Share this email:

The Kroc Institute conducts research on strategies for sustainable peace and 
supports undergraduate, master's, and Ph.D. students in peace studies.

kroc.nd.edu
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